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More on  living with small wrists, follow our guides at https://gearsmartly.com 

Determining Your Body Scale(bone structure) 

Considering your height, weight and bone structure, you fall into: 

 

Small Scale Body 

You get a small bone structure or small body scale if: 

 Your wrist size measures less than 14 cm (5.5"),  
 Your ankle circumference measures less than 19 cm (7.5"),  
 Your height comes less than 161 cm (5' 4.5"),  

 

 

Medium Scale Body 

Midsize body frame is slightly larger than the skinny bone frame. So you are medium 
scale body size when: 

 your wrist measurement falls from 14 cm to 16.5 cm (5.5" to 7.5"),  
 your height is at or measures over 161 cm to 170 cm (5' 4.5" to 5' 7"),  
 Your weight is normal range or you are slightly overweight for that bone structure 

 

Large Scale Body 

Large scale body have bigger bone structure than middle frame. So you are large scale 
if: 

 your wrist measurement is larger than 16.5 cm (7.5"),  
 your ankle measurement is bigger than 23 cm (9"),  
 your height measures above 170 cm (5' 7"),  
 your weight is normal or moderately overweight for that height and bone structure 

 

https://gearsmartly.com/
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Determine Your Body Scale with no measurement 

Your wrist size determines your bone structure. Let us give a rough assessment of your 

body scale with estimates from your wrist. 

 

Wrap the thumb and first finger of your right hands, around the wrist of the left hand, just 

below your wrist bone. 

 

 You’re smaller frame if your fingers easily touch or overlap  

 Your have medium bone structure If your fingers are just (slightly) touching  

 You have large scale body If your fingers tips are ½ inch(1cm) apart 

 

 

Remember: 

 You assess your body scale to help figure out the right accessories that will fit 

your body perfectly.  

 

 How to deal with challenges of having small wrists -  

https://gearsmartly.com/deal-with-small-wrists-get-bigger-wrists-and-forearms/ 

 How to strengthen your wrist - https://gearsmartly.com/wrist-exercises-how-to-

strengthen-wrists/ 

 How to get bigger wrists - https://gearsmartly.com/exercises-how-to-get-bigger-

wrists/ 

 How to measure your wrist size for watches and bracelets - 

https://gearsmartly.com/how-to-measure-wrist-size/ 

 How to grow your forearms muscles - https://gearsmartly.com/how-to-get-bigger-

forearms/ 

 Skinny wrists questions with simple answers - https://gearsmartly.com/skinny-

wrists-small-wrist-faqs/ 

 How to measure your fingers for an engagement or wedding ring - 

https://gearsmartly.com/how-to-measure-ring-size-accurately/ 
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